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ABSTRACT

The post-industrial brownfield, generally regarded as one type of brownfield, is defined
as an industrial property that remains abandoned or underutilized in part because of
environmental contamination. In China, more and more post-industrial sites are abandoned
because of changes to city land use, often becoming an obstacle for healthy city growth. This
phenomenon places more concerns on brownfield redevelopment in China. Chinese
professionals in landscape architecture can borrow some methods and techniques for addressing
brownfields from more developed countries. While the brownfields in China share some similar
characteristics with those in developed countries, they also have some specific features. For
example, brownfields in China reflect the history of city development. Thus, brownfields form a
cultural connection to the past. Based on this viewpoint, some new design considerations in
culture and history should be included in brownfield redevelopment in China.
For this study, the researcher selected a typical brownfield site in China to redevelop.
Firstly, the researcher conducted on-site analysis and literature review to establish the cultural
significance of the selected site and city. Then, case studies in the United States, Europe, and
China were used to help frame strategies that these cases could be employed to preserve the
cultural significance of post-industrial sites such as the one in Wanzhou. Finally, a series of
design guidelines aiming to support cultural sustainability on brownfield sites in China has been
developed and illustrated through a comprehensive design.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Background
Since Industrial Revolution, the United States was experiencing the booming
phase of growth. This unpredicted development led to a dilemma: some sites in urban
area were not functioning anymore and being abandoned because of city growth. Since
the Brownfield problems had been realized, government, researchers and practitioners
devoted huge efforts to find out better solutions for balance among environment,
economy, and society. Brownfield development presents many positive impacts in
different aspects included environmental, energy impacts, economic, and community
impacts, fiscal impacts.
Problem Statement
In most cases of Brownfield
redevelopment, environmental sustainability
and economic consideration are given more
emphasis. This kind of preference may result
in cultural disconnection and history
discontinuance so that our new generation
would lose their perception of domestic
history and culture. As a country renowned
by its historical legacy, China must consider
Figure 1.1 Brownfield Development Problems
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cultural sustainability while conducting a project of Brownfield redevelopment. Most of
Brownfield in China displays history of city development. Brownfield seems a cultural
connection with the past. In “Preliminary study on Industrial Heritage in China”,
Kongjian Yu presented a list of remarkable industrial heritages in China, and highlighted
their cultural value.( Kongjian YU,2006) Based on this viewpoint, some new
considerations in culture and history, not just in environment and economic, should be
taken into account when thinking about Brownfield redevelopment in China.
An abandoned dock in Wanzhou, Chongqing, China is selected as a study project.
It used to be a port that served as a major logistics connection around the area.
Nevertheless, it did not satisfy the growing requirement resulted from bigger city and
more population anymore. It also faces the destiny of partly sinking because of the
construction of “Three Gorges Dam”. Local government decided to revitalize this area
and reuse it as a recreational and open space. Since the site is close to Yangzte River, the
longest river in China, which also is the origin of the city. The redevelopment of this old
dock requires a contextual perspective that includes thoughts of history, culture,
economic and environment.
Though the current strategies in United States and Europe on cultural preservation
are not systematic, China can still obtain some ideas from the western nations to establish
an integrated sustainable model for Brownfield development that combines the response
to cultural sustainability.
To address the problem, the first thing to do is analyzing the existing work had
been done in United States and Europe, and evaluating how these practices achieve the
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sustainable development in Brownfield. The results can be used as the reference for
Chinese professionals to draft some corresponding strategies. Secondly, it is necessary to
confirm and to define the cultural significance of selected Brownfield in China. The
outcome for this step would help the researchers to understand the objects (cultural
values of Brownfield) they are going to preserve. Finally, corresponding strategies to
protect specific cultural values will be issued by studying the successful cases from the
U.S., Europe, and China.

Research Questions
Based on the problem above, three research questions are raised as follow:
1) What are the important cultural features or remarkable local customs in the site
and the Wanzhou city? What is the missing story of the site and city?
2) What are the successful factors/strategies of maintaining cultural significance in
current post-industrial Brownfield redevelopment?
3) How the existing design guidelines used to preserve cultural heritage in postindustrial field can solve problems in Chinese post-industrial Brownfield?
This research will offer an example of applying the knowledge in Brownfield
redevelopment from U.S., Europe to practice in China. This is a type of professional
interaction: knowledge from U.S. and Europe helps China to form a systematic
framework in Brownfield redevelopment; meanwhile some characteristics in China
Brownfield broaden current understanding of cultural sustainability in brownfields
redevelopment.
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Moreover, this paper would provide reference for Chinese professionals to
evaluate cultural significance of a certain brownfield, also help the government to decide
which brownfield have to be selected as a redevelopment project.
This research highlights the cultural significance of brownfields in China. Based this
perception, many significant cultural landscape and heritage would avoid the destiny of
being forgotten and being erased.

Study Organization
This study has four parts: literature review, methodology, results, and design
application. The “literature review” part presents three bodies of knowledge included: 1)
Brownfield Redevelopment and Cultural significance of post-industrial sites in China, 2)
Sustainable Development and Cultural Sustainability of brownfield in U.S. and Europe,
and 3) waterfront redevelopment. The second part introduces the two methods used in
this study, archival study and case study, and how they gather data to answer research
questions. The third part displays the result of study, cultural significance of selected
project and successful design strategies preserving the cultural value of post-industrial
fields. In the end of this part, researcher would summarize a set of design guidelines for
future application. The forth part would explain how design guidelines summarized from
third part could be utilized in selected post-industrial field.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The main purpose of this research is trying to apply the sustainable strategies of
brownfield redevelopment in U.S. and Europe into a Chinese post-industrial site with
cultural significance, and finally to achieve the cultural sustainability in brownfield
redevelopment. Therefore, the first body of knowledge focuses on brownfields
redevelopment and the cultural significance of brownfields in China. The second body of
knowledge is discussing the sustainable development of brownfields in United States and
Europe, and stating definition of cultural sustainability. Finally, the waterfront
brownfields redevelopment and feature of waterfronts is third body of knowledge
because the selected project in Wanzhou, China is a formerly port had some warehouses.

Brownfield in China
This body of knowledge introduces the formation of brownfields in China,
highlights the cultural values of brownfields in China, tells the reason why these values
should be preserved; emphasize the harms if these values are not protected. In addition, it
presents the current situation of brownfields in China.

Formation of Brownfields in China
Generally, the brownfields in China went through two main phases: Industrial
Concentration; Industrial Relocation and Decentralization. From 1950s to 1980s, most
industrial factories were founded around the urban cores because of four factors
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(Transportation cost, centralized economy, the misconception in planning about building
the “new socialist city” and the free land use system). At the early days of P.R. C’s
establishment, government controls most of industries. To better manage the industries
and to achieve higher profits, government selected the area where was close to urban core
for industrial development. (Ling, 2008)
Transportation cost, including the cost of transporting raw materials as well as
finished-products, was a primary factor in the industrial location along transportation
infrastructure. It largely resulted from the characteristics of manufacturing in that era. On
the one hand, the manufacturing process was largely dependent on the long distance
transportation of heavy weight materials. On the other hand, the long hauls of coal or
other bulk materials and commodities relied on waterwheels and steel rails, since the
internal-combustion engine had not come into use and steam engines still dominated the
transportation (Borchert, 1967). As a result, most of factories located close to urban
markets or to centrally placed shipping nodes such as ports and railway depots, in order
to minimize the transportation cost which took up a large proportion of total costs.
Centralized economy was another great concern accounting for urban industrial locations.
In urban areas, factories enjoyed a wide range of external scale economies, such as the
accessibility to a large labor pool, the economies of specialist suppliers, the development
of technological knowledge, as well as the sharing of public facilities and services (Bater
and Walker, 1977).
Aside from two factors discussed above, another two factors, the misconception
in planning about building the “new socialist city” and the free land use system, seems
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the factors only happened in China. At the early days of P.R. C’s establishment, people
held a very simple idea about building the “new socialist city” in pursuit of socialism.
The new socialist cities should be cities of production. (Friedmann, 2005, p15). The tall
factory-built metal chimneys towering over the city and the sirens from the factories
sounding to wake the workers to come to work were the ideal picture of the “new
socialist city” in the minds of many people who had just won the liberation and freedom
(Yao and Shuai, 1995). This kind of simple idea had dominated planning in most cities.
When the municipality drafted the five-year plan, a high priority was put in the industrial
development (Wu, 1997). Plans were designed to facilitate “socialist development and
industrialization” (Friedmann, 2005). Consequently, a large number of factories were
constructed within the urban area, and cities were transformed into engines of production.
The free land use system during 1954 and 1988 was another important factor accounting
for the industrial concentration in urban areas (Zhou and Wang, 2004). According to the
Constitution at that time, all the land in China was declared to be the property of the
State, and the land use right of any given parcel was transferred by the local government
through administrative approvals. Once the land had been transferred legally, individual
entity was not required to pay the rent (Cong, 2001). In other words, all the land in China
was free to use unless it had not been approved by the government. According to Yu
(1990), the free land use system was an “imbalanced mechanism of interests”, and it
resulted in a trend of micro-entities (such as persons or enterprises) migrating to the
urban areas consistently because the migration cost was far less than the benefit they
obtained from the new location. In fact, many industrial firms had chosen to locate in the
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central city during the period since they not only enjoyed the benefits from transportation
cost and agglomeration economy, but also the free urban land use.
Due to these four factors, most of industrial firms were aggregated in urban areas.
However, things changed from the end of 1980s.
Since 1990s, ten years after the Reform and Opening-Up policy was adopted in
China, many industrial firms originally located in urban cores are being relocated to the
new industrial parks in the suburb or being compelled to shut down because of their
failure to meet national environmental standards. There are two main aspects contributing
to the large scale of industrial relocation across China: economic and environmental
concerns. (Ling, 2008)
Firstly, industries can improve their economic performance through the relocation
(Wu, 1997). They can enlarge their production scale by building a larger factory in the
suburb. Additionally, industries can take advantage of the proceeds they obtain from the
transfer of land use right to bring in innovative technology and equipments, which is
quite an advisable choice for many state-owned enterprises with poor economic
performance. It should be noted that the National People’s Congress has amended the
constitutional provision with respect to urban land use in April, 1988. This provision has
reformed the free land use right system into the system of compensated use of land, and
allows the transaction of land use right in the market, while the state ownership of all the
land in China remains unchanged (Wang, 2005). Thereafter, industries can get a certain
amount of money when they sell the land use right of a given parcel where the factories
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are formerly located. Sometimes the proceeds not only cover the relocation cost in the
suburb but allow for further expansion and renovation (Shin, 2004).
Secondly, industries’ migration to the new industrial parks outside the urban
center helps control the environmental pollution and improves the quality of life within
the urban areas (Zhou and Wang, 2004; Wu, 1997). As mentioned earlier, many
industrial enterprises were established very early in the 1950’s, and most of them were
industries consuming a large amount of energy and resources, such as textile mills,
chemical plants, machinery factories, and printing & dyeing firms. They generated a lot
of pollution in cities, including wastewater, exhaust air and noise. Little attention was
paid to the pollution control during the period of planned-economy (Zhou and Wang,
2004; Wu, 1997; Edmonds, 1998). Since 1990s when the “socialist market economy”
was already mature, the objectives of urban planning broke significantly with the earlier
rhetoric of facilitating industrialization ex parte (Friedmann, 2005). The planning goals of
cities have been converted into providing “adequate public facilities, improving the living
environment, and promoting a sustainable development” (Friedmann, 2005, p113).
Chinese governments are paying more and more attention to environmental pollution and
fostering sustainable cities. The industrial relocation has thus been carried out extensively
to control the pollution in cities.
As the old industrial enterprises gradually moved out of the urban cores or shut
down because of failure to meet national environmental standards or failure in the market
competition, those former industrial sites began to emerge as “brownfields” in China.
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Current situation of brownfields in China
Brownfields, called “old industrial sites” or “contaminated land” in Chinese
documentation and academic literature, is relatively a new concept. In fact, there is no up
to date research recording the exact number of brownfields in China and where they are
located, by virtue of the lack of recognition of the term. Therefore it is impossible here to
sort out the big picture of brownfields in China. (Ling, 2008)
According to Wu (1997), the redevelopment of old, industrial sites in Chinese
cities presented three main features. First, the old industrial sites were usually
redeveloped into the land uses for the service industry, including commercial/residential
use, as well as green space and infrastructure. This type of transformation was designated
to improve the urban environment and enhance the quality of life. Second, the
redevelopment models usually adopted ways of demolishing the old industrial buildings
and starting over with new buildings, while preserving the old property and converting it
into other uses was not commonly adopted. This model might ignore the value in the
historic qualities of the old industrial buildings that could not be easily replicated with a
new construction, such as “unique dimension and features, evidence of work and a sense
of industrial history” (Wu, 1997, p53). As to the third feature, Wu (1997) indicated that
the transfer of land use right in the old industrial sites appeared some sort of disorder and
blindness, owing to the immature land market.
From the three features generalized by Wu, history qualities of the old industrial
buildings have been perceived as an important factor in brownfields redevelopment as
early as 1997. China is definitely experiencing a period in which government,
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practitioners and enterprisers all tries to establish an integrated method to reach
environmental, economic, social, and cultural sustainability in brownfields
redevelopment.
Cultural significance of Post-industrial Sites in China
From the city scale, the development history of industry in China, to some extent,
is the history of urban development. At the early days of P.R.C, once the industry
companies were establish around the urban area, workers moved to the places close to the
factory. Accompanied with the migration was the development of transportation and
logistics. As the industry growing, the urban core was correspondingly spreading. To
some industrial cities in China, the industrial sites were experiencing the growth of city,
also witnessing rise and fall of industry itself. They are a special type of record of city
development history.
Back to the site scale, the buildings on the industrial sites represent specific
architectural features in certain period. The producing skills and technique also deserve
protection because they improved productivity and stimulated the technology progress.
All these material or non-material heritages are telling the story about the site and the
city. There are several articles in China studying the cultural heritage of industrial sites
and the social benefits of brownfields redevelopment. In “Preliminary study on Industrial
Heritage in China”, Kongjian Yu presented a list of remarkable industrial heritages in
China, and highlighted their cultural value. “They embrace the information of society
growth, used to effect population, economic and society. Sometimes they are more
meaningful than other cultural heritage.”(Kongjian YU,2006)
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According to history of brownfields in China (Ling, 2008, brownfields in China
possess some specific features that some brownfields is a piece of industrial heritage that
experiences the change of industry and improving of technology. Some brownfields not
only represent the history of certain industry, also maintain some historical evidence of
city evolution. Taking the Wanzhou project in this research as an example, targeted
project is a dock area that is going to be partly under water level because “Three Gorges
Dam” construction. This site plays an important role in local delivery industry. Moreover,
it experienced the city development (The city is booming because of the convenient
product exchange), and become a common perception of this area. Therefore, this
waterfront brownfield, served as a cultural symbol, maintain the connection between the
industry history and city history.
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Brownfields Redevelopment in United States and Europe
The most commonly quoted definition of sustainable development was put
forward by the UN world commission on Environment and Development in 1987. It
states that sustainable development is ‘development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’. A
subsequent UN commission, the World Commission on Culture and Development, which
reported in 1995, carried these ideas through to the arena of cultural development, where
again the long-term needs of future generations for access to cultural resources can be
seen to be important. From these origins, the notion of cultural sustainability has
arisen.(Throsby 2003, 183) A key element of sustainable development is equity in the
treatment of different generations over time. Therefore, the major character of cultural
sustainability is equity among different generations in embracing the entire cultural
legacy.
Sustainable Development in Brownfields
There are two implications in “sustainability” of brownfields development. For
brownfields development itself, it is already a sustainable practices compared to
greenfields development because brownfields development projects are using alreadydeveloped land and infrastructure. (Paull. E.,2008) Furthermore, goal of brownfields
development is achieving sustainability in environment, economy, and society. Current
issue on brownfields development is effectively reusing the brownfield in order to satisfy
the demand of environment protection, economic increase, and social growth.
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In the realm of brownfield redevelopment, a sustainable project is defined as one
in which redevelopment and growth are maintained over the long term and occur within
the limits of the environment so that the current needs of citizens are met without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs (EPA, 1998). Cultural
sustainability should be considered equal among different generations in sharing the past,
present, and future of brownfields. In the past, most of brownfields showcased a
historical moment in industrial development. The structures on them included some
features represented the specific aesthetic preference. Nowadays, if we maintain some
important characteristics on those structures or places, our next generation will have a
chance to enjoy the richness of history and memory of place.
To maintain the sustainable development in brownfield, different areas in the
world established specific laws and organizations to steward and guide the
redevelopment. The United States has their own organization called “Environment
Protection Agency” to manage and guide the brownfields projects. They provide federal
funding, hold national conference, conduct pilot study, and enact laws to support
brownfields redevelopment. The EPA also published document named “A sustainable
Brownfields Model Framework”. The purpose of this study is to integrate the concept of
sustainable development into the Brownfields redevelopment process. The effort is
intending to organize and associate those parameters, elements, and characteristics of a
sustainable approach with the operational context of a Brownfields project. The result is a
model framework that outlines the process and thereby contributes to the understanding
and tools of those pursuing sustainable Brownfields redevelopment. In Europe, many
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brownfield networks are taking care of the issues related to brownfield development.
They include CARBERNET (Concerted Action on Brownfield and Economic
Regeneration Network), EUBRA (EUropean Brownfield Revitalisation Agenda),
RESCUE (Regeneration of European Sites in Cities and Urban Environments), REVIT
( Revitalising Industrial Sites), and so on. One of brownfield networks, RESCUE is a 36month research project integrating the concept of sustainability into brownfield
regeneration. Based on the analysis and evaluation of current practice in industrial core
regions in France, United Kingdom , Poland and Germany, RESCUE distils best practice
approaches at reduced costs and integrates its results into a holistic system approach
containing new methodologies, procedures and instruments for a sustainable regeneration
of European industrial brownfield sites.

Brownfield Redevelopment in United States
When the concept of brownfields was born, U.S. federal grant followed, and over
the last fifteen years, billions have been spent in combined public/private investment in
characterizing, remediating, and redeveloping brownfields.(Greenberg and Hollander
2006, 277) Many of the wider concerns that often appear only at the fringes of
brownfields discussions lie at the heart of creating sustainable communities. Each
brownfield redevelopment decision itself can spur discussion over the long-term vision of
a community, spanning threats to public health and nature, assessing the prospects for the
betterment of economic livelihoods, and enhancing social equity and public participation.
Addressing these concerns in an integrated fashion at the intersection of social, economic
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and environmental forces could provide a model for sustainable practice.(Heberle and
Wernstedt 2006, 479-497) Beside concerns about sustainable communities, brownfields
redevelopment extends its concerns to light industrial, recreation and open space.
The literatures of both academics and practitioners reflect the burgeoning interest in the
topic, with articles on brownfields and the redevelopment of contaminated land appearing
in a host of venues. These have included several special journal issues on brownfields
(Environmental Practice, 2003; Public Works Management & Policy, 1997; Economic
Development Quarterly, 1994) and individual papers on such topics as public health
(Greenberg et al., 1998; Pendergrass, 1999); the role of local government and public
involvement in the cleanup of contaminated land (English et al., 1993; Glaser 1994;
Wernstedt 2001); brownfield entrepreneurs (Meyer & Lyons, 2000); the preferences of
local residents for different types of redevelopment (Greenberg& Lewis, 2000); the
influence of contamination on the real estate market (Howland, 2000; Jackson, 2001;
Schoenbaum, 2002); green space conversions (DeSousa, 2003); and environmental
justice (Engel 1997–1998; Rowan & Fridgen, 2003). Numerous studies of individual
projects also have highlighted some of the opportunities and barriers presented by
brownfield sites (Bartsch et al., 1996; Pepper, 1997; Walker et al., 1998). However,
cultural sustainability, seems a branch of social sustainable development, is placed less
concentration.
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Sustainability Objectives in Brownfields Development (U.K.)
Katie Williams and Carol Dair generalized a framework for assessing the
sustainability of brownfield development. They divided sustainability objectives into
three categories: Economic, Social and Environmental.
Economic sustainability objectives include: to enable businesses to be efficient
and competitive; to support local economic diversity; to provide employment
opportunities. Social sustainability objectives contain adhering to ethical standards during
the development process, providing adequate local services and facilities to serve the
development, providing housing to meet local needs, integrating the development within
the locality and conserving local culture and heritage. Environmental sustainability
objectives include minimizing the use of resources, minimizing pollution, and protecting
biodiversity and the natural environment. They are adopting this set of objectives to
achieve sustainable development in brownfields. In addition, these objectives are used as
framework to analyze the sustainability of each finished brownfields projects.

Brownfield Sustainable Development Models and Strategies
Since the brownfields problems firstly rose, huge efforts have been made to better
utilize brownfields and balance the redevelopment in environment, economy and society.
Professionals in U.S. and Europe all try to create sustainable development models and
frameworks guided brownfields redevelopment.
In United States, the EPA issued a report named “A sustainable Brownfields
Model Framework” in 1999. The purpose of this study is to integrate the concept of
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sustainable development into the Brownfields redevelopment process. This study has
been divided into two parts. The first, published by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in July of 1998 as “Characteristics of Sustainable Brownfields Projects,”
addressed the development of background information on the concept of sustainability in
order to isolate key parameters, elements, and characteristics of a sustainable
development project that could be associated with and are indicative of successful
Brownfields redevelopment. The second part of the study, represented here, organizes
these ten key elements and their respective characteristics into a model framework based
on where and how they may be applied within the six major defined for the Brownfields
redevelopment process. This approach emphasizes the incorporation of the principles of
sustainability into the redevelopment process.
Finally, four development models tried to incorporate sustainability into
brownfields project are generated. They are Ecosystems Approach, Eco-village Model,
New Urbanim, and Smart growth. Respectively, each model reaches sustainability by
different ways. Ecosystems Approach is a conceptual planning model framework defined
primarily by the boundaries of ecological systems and based on the key issues of:
maintaining viable economic development; ensuring pristine ecological conditions; and
addressing natural resource impacts from socioeconomic developments. Eco-village
Model is a model that incorporates the concept of the human scale community in which
all major functions necessary to support human activity are maintained in balanced
proportions and integrated into the natural environment. New Urbanism is an approach
that seeks to reverse the patterns of urban sprawl, disinvestment in central cities,
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environmental deterioration, segregation of communities, and loss of open space through
an emphasis on the design of a supportive physical framework. Smart Growth is a model
framework that emphasizes the process of making development within the community
more sustainable by directing new growth to designated areas, protecting sensitive land
and habitat, avoiding increased sprawl development, and emphasizing quality of life and
community identity and cohesion.
As mentioned before, two scholars from U.K., Katie Williams and Carol Dair,
had already categorized sustainability objectives of brownfields redevelopment into three
divisions (economic, social, and environmental). For each objective, they also
generalized some examples may achieve these sustainability objectives.
1. Economic Sustainability Objectives:
1) To enable businesses to be efficient and competitive,
•

Reduce energy consumption in construction.

•

Reduce waste in construction e.g. recycling of materials.

•

Provide infrastructure and buildings that enable businesses to keep
energy and water consumption to a minimum.

•

Provide developments with renewable energy power sources.

•

Provide high quality urban design, including secure premises.

•

Provide high quality buildings that are flexible and can be adapted
with minimum costs.

•

Provide transport infrastructure to meet business needs.

2) To support local economic diversity,
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•

Provide higher densities to enhance commercial viability.

•

Provide a mix of uses to increase viability and vitality of commercial
areas.

•

Enable a supply of properly serviced land and business premises.

•

Use locally produced goods and materials in construction.

3) To support local economic diversity.
•

Provide a mix of uses to give choice of employment.

•

Develop high quality buildings for manufacturing and commercial
activities.

•

Increase the recruitment of local unemployed people.

•

Provide a mix of uses to give choice of employment.

2. Social sustainability Objectives:
1) To adhere to ethical standards during the development process,
•

Ensure ethical trading throughout the supply chain of a development.

•

Provide a safe and healthy work environment.

•

Comply with labor conventions e.g. non-discrimination at work and
reasonable hours.

2) To provide adequate local services and facilities to serve the development,
•

Provide space for training.

•

Provide open space for community benefit.

•

Develop good quality energy efficient buildings for community
activities.
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•

Offer a mix of retail spaces.

3) To provide housing to meet local need,
•

Develop a mix of housing tenure and type.

•

Provide affordable housing.

•

Provide high quality and flexible buildings that minimize the use of
resources.

•

Provide secure dwellings with the layout of buildings and spaces
arranged to deter crime.

4) To integrate the development within the locality,
•

Provide multiple links to adjacent neighborhoods.

•

Reject or discourage gated developments.

•

Create a mix of transport provision with a variety of modal links to
services, work leisure and homes.

•

Provide good access for people with disabilities.

5) To conserve local culture and heritage.
•

Reuse locally-valued buildings.

•

Design developments to reflect local heritage and use local materials.

3. Environmental sustainability objectives
1) To minimize the use of resources,
•

Use renewable materials, e.g. sustainably produced timber.

•

Use recycled materials, e.g. aggregates.

•

Use renewable energy sources, e.g. wind turbines, photovoltaic cells.
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•

Design developments for minimum waste during construction, life and
after-life.

•

Use materials with low energy inputs.

2) To minimize pollution,
•

Remediate contaminated land.

•

Reduce air pollution including dust during construction.

•

Mitigate noise pollution both during and after construction.

•

Provide infrastructure for public transport, walking, cycling.

•

Raise densities on sites within 800 m of existing centres, services and
transport corridors.

•

Design buildings for minimum energy consumption in use.

3) To protect biodiversity and the natural environment.
•

Conserve flora, wildlife and habitats on site.

•

Provide wildlife refuges, such as ponds and wild areas.

•

Use sustainable urban drainage systems to protect rivers and water
courses from pollution and flooding.

The sustainable model from U.S EPA and the sustainable examples from U.K.
can offer design strategies to implement in future brownfields projects. They definitely
can help professionals in China to establish a systematic method achieving sustainability
in brownfield redevelopment. Nevertheless, the concerns on cultural aspect of
brownfields are still limited or neglected.
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Body 3: Waterfront Brownfields Redevelopment
Facing the fact that the study project in Wanzhou is a waterfront brownfield, this
body of knowledge will examine the features of waterfront brownfields, challenges and
opportunities of redeveloping them. The importance of waterfront space to citizens and
cities are also discussed to emphasize the necessity of waterfront brownfields
redevelopment.
Features of downtown waterfronts
Obviously, Waterfront Brownfields is the abandoned formerly industrial site that
is located on waterfront. Industry development relied heavily on waterway whether
oceans, rivers, or manmade canals. As a result, coastlines around the world were lined
with commercial or industrial properties, privately owned and often contaminated after
generations of use.(Berens 2010) These waterfront properties are of excellent recreational
and residential values. Sometimes the conversion of such waterfront brownfields is
confronting dilemma: balancing between social benefits and economic benefits.
Converting into a public open space would provide citizens a place where they can
recreate, communicate, and relax. However, this would also lose a profitable opportunity
by giving up the conversion of reusing as residential amenities. So while conducting a
redevelopment of waterfront brownfield, designers should consider respective limitations
and chances.
Michael A. Burayidi used to generalize the guiding principles of downtown
waterfronts that may assist the community to enhance and nurture their special
waterfronts (2001).
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1. Successful downtown waterfronts typically build on their historic and cultural
assets.
2. Given the complexity of governmental institutions involved in downtown
waterfronts, master planning is essential but difficult and time consuming.
3. Downtown waterfronts can be successfully revitalized when the problems of
mixed uses are resolved.
4. Harbors that include educational institutions and programs add value to the
downtown waterfronts.
5. Tourism can provide a significant economic boost to older waterfront areas.
6. The recreation potential of harbors has dramatic potential in the coming decade.
7. Careful zoning, historic preservation, architectural and site planning regulations
can add great value to downtown waterfronts.
8. A physical, social and psychological connectedness must be nurtured or
developed between downtown and the waterfront.
9. Downtown waterfronts benefit significantly from open spaces such as parks,
plazas and trails: they add economic value.
10. Harbors must be comprehensively linked to key transportation systems and adopt
traffic management policies.
All these guiding principles would keep the designers informed with the
knowledge of downtown waterfronts. This set of principles could be also utilized in
understanding the waterfront brownfields because the study brownfield (Dock land in
Wanzhou) is close to the city center, to some degree a downtown waterfront.
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Understanding waterfront revitalization
In recent years, waterfronts have been the subject of considerable academic
research. However, recent (1960-present) changes have led to an unprecedented
transformation of many urban waterfronts. In the 19th and 20th centuries, the dominance
of shipping gave way to rail and road transport, and subsequent changes to the shipping
industry over the past few decades led to the relocation of many harbour activities
(Wakefield, 2007). This has rendered many existing waterfront land uses obsolete,
allowing for the wholesale redevelopment of large tracts of land in close proximity to city
centers.
Much of the existing literature views waterfront revitalization as a means to
increase the economic vitality of localities, create new public spaces, and increase access
to valued cultural and natural amenities. Waterfront revitalization has been seen by many
cities as a mechanism to create and promote a more positive image, thus securing growth
and capital investment in a competitive global market (Bassett et al., 2002).
In recent years, the focus has shifted to negative aspects of waterfront
revitalization, such as an emphasis on recreation and leisure at the expense of ‘real’ work;
the exclusion of local (often working-class) people; insufficient attention to ecological
concerns; and limited public involvement in decision-making. The focus in much
waterfront regeneration on ‘prestige projects’ and place marketing has also been
challenged, suggesting that the ‘‘delightful urban scenes’’ created through regeneration
are primarily intended for and ‘‘enjoyed mostly by those who are benefiting from the new
economy’’, at the expense of those who are not. For example, the literature is replete with
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examples of how redevelopment can isolate – and in some cases replace – working-class
neighborhoods. Conversely, commitment to the provision of affordable housing in
waterfront redevelopment initiatives has been extremely weak. In relation to
environmental concerns, waterfront redevelopment has often occurred in ways that do
little to enhance and often further damage the benign integration of urban areas into
natural systems. That is, while access to nature and greenspace have become central to
contemporary conceptions of community well, ‘nature’ is inserted into urban planning in
ways that differ by locality but that generally fail to reduce the city’s impact on the local
physical environment in key areas such as water and air quality, habitat protection, and
biodiversity. This kind of selective incorporation of ecological goals into urban
governance is one characteristic of ‘ecological modernization’. Ecological modernization
is an approach to environmental degradation that attempts to reconcile capitalist growth
with ecological integrity through the development of technological solutions and the use
of market-based initiatives, both of which are common currency in waterfront
redevelopment initiatives.(Wakefield 2007, 298-310)
In a word, from the changing themes in waterfronts redevelopment, the focus of
revitalization has changed from the single goal, such as increasing the economic vitality
of localities, creating new public spaces, and increasing access to valued cultural and
natural amenities, to an integral goal that considers the balance between society,
economy, and environment. To some extent, this integral goal is partly a destination of
sustainable development.
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Waterfronts, regarded as the extent of city and display of city outline, play an
important role in connecting manmade environment and natural environment. This
specific geographic feature endows the city a recognizable symbol that should be
reinforced by combining cultural and historical assets in waterfronts redevelopment.
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Theoretical Framework

Figure 2.1 Theorectical Framework

Since the term “brownfields” was firstly raised, huge efforts have been made to
better utilize brownfields and balance the redevelopment in environment, economy and
society. Professionals in U.S. and Europe all try to create sustainable development
models and frameworks guided brownfields redevelopment.
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As one type of brownfields, post-industrial sites possess the cultural value
showcased history of city development and industrial development. Unfortunately, the
kind of cultural landscape or industrial landscape is gradually overlooked and even
erased. In China, this problem should be paid more attentions because some brownfields
in China present the memory of a city. Based this viewpoint, cultural sustainability in
brownfields redevelopment should be a major concern in China. A new model combined
the cultural sustainability and current sustainable development models in U.S and Europe
is required to solve the redevelopment problems of brownfield in China.
Additionally, the Wanzhou site is a formerly industrial-used waterfront. The
characteristic not only connects the city and the water, also plays an important role in
creating integrated city skyline. Exploring the features of waterfront and related
redevelopment would make this study more reasonable.
In conclusion, this study aims to achieve cultural sustainability in post-industrial
waterfront in China. The expected result will be a set of design guidelines that not only
absorb the current successful strategies in Brownfield sustainable development also
response the cultural significance of selected post-industrial waterfront.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Brief Chapter Introduction
Generally, this research is going to utilize two research methods: planning
document analysis and case study. Planning document analysis is intending to study of
the cultural value of the selected brownfield. Results from this study would be some
cultural values in selected brownfields and development potentials of city. Case study
aims to explore the successful experience of current brownfieds projects and the cultural
consideration in United States, Europe and China. The expected results from this method
would be some conclusions of successful strategies protected cultural value of
brownfields.

Research Orientation
Obviously, research methods using in this paper are all qualitative research. The
“Planning Document Analysis” method intends to understand a site and surrounding area,
even the city. Because this research is a project-based research, study on historical
document and governmental bid document of target project can enrich the understanding
of selected site. The method not only helps author to explore cultural value of selected
brownfield and the city, also informs researcher the governmental envision on the site.
The “Planning Document Analysis” allows the following study being consistent with the
official requests. However, it also has disadvantages because the data is second-hand
resource that may be not appropriate or changed due to time issue. Additionally, the
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degree government shears these documents would affect the researcher’s study depth on
the site and the city.
Case study is intending to find out the current strategies on sustainable
Brownfield redevelopment. Four brownfield redevelopment projects are selected because
of their relevance with the selected brownfield in China. The author intends to explore
successful experience from the related type of redevelopment from comparison of cases
across the Asia, America and Europe. This method stimulates the professional interaction
on brownfields between developing country and developed countries, and is a direct way
to learn the major concerns in brownfields redevelopment among different countries.
“Brownfields” is firstly raised in developed countries. Many attempts have been done to
solve the problems found during redeveloping process. In most of developing countries,
they are experiencing the same issues that happened before in developed countries
because of the relatively later industrialization and urbanization. Meanwhile brownfields
in developing countries possess some local characteristics due to the background of
history and society. In a word, “case study” both in developed countries and in
developing countries can form an overall knowledge foundation on brownfields
redevelopment.
Nevertheless, the “Case Study” still has some shortages if research is not
conducted carefully. First, the fraud may come from cases selection. If the cases are not
representative for studying sustainable development of brownfields, the results would not
be useful in next step. Secondly, the inaccuracy of cases’ profiles will affect the
conclusion drawn from them. Moreover, the selection on instrument of data collection
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would somewhat influence the outcome of study. For example, the different tables used
to categorize cases’ information will affect your conclusion and perspectives of
perceiving the cases. Appropriately filtering the information from case study requires the
efficient understanding on the post-industrial site in China.

Research Design
To get the appropriate data, it is important to answer suitable questions that would
be used as the basis for the development of your data collection instrument. In this
research, “Planning Document Analysis” is used to study the history and culture in and
around selected site. To better understand the project context, the questions are asked as:
Was there any special historical events happened in site or in surrounding area? If yes,
what were they? What is the history timeline for the site? How did the people use this
site? Furthermore, government’s bid documents are worth reviewing to understand the
purpose and goal of the redevelopment projects.
In “case study” method, the most important factor is how to select representative
cases. For case selection, several criteria should be considered: Where is the case’s
location? What kind of redevelopment they conduct into brownfields? What are their
typical characteristics and successful experience? After cases selection, the following
questions are asked in each case: what are the strategies they used to achieve sustainable
development in environment, economic and society? Is there any strategy respond to
cultural sustainability? If yes, what is it? Did they reach the sustainable goals? What else
they can do to be better in cultural sustainability? All these questions are asked to collect
the corresponding strategies to each type of sustainability.
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The following table is the general introduction for two research methods.
Method One
Research
Method

Rationale

Addresses
Question(s)

Population/
Participants/
Place

Sample &
Sample
Acquisition/
Access

Data Analysis
Procedure

Method Two

Planning Document Analysis

Case study

To understand a site, it is
Compare cases in U.S., Europe
necessary to review the
and China to study their design
history of the site and the city. strategies on sustainable
development

What are the important
cultural features or
remarkable local customs in
the site and the Wanzhou
city?

What are the successful
factors/strategies of maintaining
cultural significance in current
post-industrial brownfields
redevelopment?

City Archive, Government’s
document, Historical photo

1. Shipyard Park, China
2. Duisburg-nord Landscape
Park, Germany
3. Brooklyn Bridge Park, U.S.
4. Gas Works Park, U.S.

Present the timeline of the
brownfield according
historical records

Collect related information from
internet and list design strategies
in respective sustainability.
(Environmental, Social,
Economic)
Summarize the design strategy in
sustainable development

Generalize the historical
significance of the selected
post-industrial waterfront

Table 3.1 Research Methods Inventory
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Method 1: Planning Documents Analysis and Visual Analysis
This method tries to collect some historical data about the site and the city. The
implementation of it largely relies on governmental support. Government has the right to
chose whether issue these historical documents. To get the access of documents,
researcher needs to contact local government and related department to explain clearly
the purpose and requests. A brief introduction of researcher, research itself should be
provided to inform government what researcher is studying and what the requests are.
Researcher can also contact the design firms participated the bid competition to ask for
some original design files. All these governmental documents and design files plays an
important role in helping researcher understands the past of site and city.
Except contacting the local government and design firms, the researcher would try
to collect related information on internet and social media in case of not gaining some
governmental documents. The information should be relevant to city history, industry
development history, relation between local citizens and water, and on-site industries.
Researcher need to gather any resources that are helpful to understand the cultural
background of the selected site and city.
Data for this method is groups of historical photo, digital map of existing land
use, and history of city development from governmental website. Historical photo, aged
from 1946, 1990s and 2010, shows the former relation between residents and water and
the “human-water” relationship evolution. This kind of relationship is part of local
culture. Except the industrial culture happened in site, “human-water” relationship
occurred across the whole area is another type of culture. Cultural sustainability should
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consider this as well. How did people interact with the waterfront environment? How
often did they use waterfront? What did they do in waterfront? Answering these
questions will help to clearly identify the local culture, and enrich the depth of this study.

Figure 3.1 Waterfront Activities in 1946, Wanzhou

Figure 3.2 Waterfront Usage in 1990s, Wanzhou

Figure 3.3 Industrial Usage in Present, Wanzhou
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Digital map of existing land use, which is in the bids document, tells the industrial
stories from couple of decades ago to present. These stories can inspire designer to imply
some symbolic structure into future design and planning. Currently on-site industries
include ceramics wholesale market & warehouse, steelyard and lumberyard, water works,
Food Company, metal material company & warehouse, etc. The existing buildings and
structures are clues of industry development. They would be partly preserved and
embedded with a new function. Reusing existing structures by integrating new function
would be a major method in preserving
cultural heritages. Moreover, research will
involve proposed land use of surrounding area
that could introduce more possibilities to
future development. History of city
development describes some important events
that decided the major tendency of city
growth. Such type of history would also give
designer inspiration about the common
memory in the site and the city. All these data
combined together can outline the cultural
significance of selected post-industrial field.
Figure 3.4 Proposed Land Use of Site

To some extent, cultural significance, the

preservation object, can be regarded as the design potentials and opportunities.
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In conclusion, “Planning document Analysis & Visual Analysis” is a method
trying to understand the site and the city, to figure out what is the local culture and its
significance. Actually, the result of this method is part of site analysis that explores the
limitation and opportunities. The finding of this method will give guidance for selecting
cases and establishing categories in case study. Detailed procedures will be presented in
chapter RESULTS.

Method 2: Case Study
Based the questions above to choose the cases from United States, Europe and
China, four original cases (Shipyard Park in Zhongshan, China, Duisburg-nord landscape
park in Germany, and Brooklyn Bridge Park, Gas Works park in United States) are
selected. They were conducting the same type of transform, reusing brownfield as open
space, on brownfields redevelopment. In addition, waterscape and industrial landscape
was the other common issue they were confronting. These similarities with target project
in Wanzhou,China show the possibility of comparing these cases with target project.
Some successful experience from the cases can be borrowed directly to assist the future
redevelopment on selected brownfield.
Data of case study come from three major sources: Official website of cases; Online images; Existing study documents. Each case has large amount of information
related the post-industrial brownfields redevelopment. It is critical for researcher to
gather useful data from data pool. Researcher established a case study template to classify
the large amount of data. This template would help to collect required information related
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to sustainable development in brownfield. There are three sections in this template. The
first section is some basic description on each case. This section includes the name,
location, area, finished date, former use, and major goal. More importantly, achievement
on culture preservation is part of this section. The second section of template is four
categories specifically studying the different aspects of cases. The four categories are
access to city and downtown area (Access), reuse of existing structure (Reuse),
waterfront modification (Waterscape), and activities on site (Activities). These categories
are established based on characteristics of the site and the city. The third section is the
part that concludes the findings from each case. This section would be the fundamental
evidence for design guidelines establishing.
Table 3.2 Cast Study Templates

Basic Description

Respective Study

Lesson Learned

Name:
Location:
Area:
Finished Date:
Former Use:
Major Goals:
Cultural Heritage:

Access to city and downtown area:
______________________________
Reuse of existing structure:
______________________________
Waterfront modification:
______________________________
Activities on site:
______________________________

1.___________
2. ___________
3. ___________
4. ___________

Four categories in second section are selected according to features of waterfront
(body 3 of knowledge) and findings of planning documents analysis. Connection between
the waterfront and context plays an important role in offering accessibility. With such
accessibility, citizens can reach waterfront easily with different transportation choices.
Additionally, access includes physical access and visual access. Except satisfying
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physical accessibility, visual accessibility should be considered to provide some visual
extension from the city context to the site. Therefore, study on “Access to city” would
help researcher to find out how the projects improve accessibility. The existing structures
on site are the touchable, recognizable record of former history. Reusing of these
structures rather than demolishing them will allow they continuously tell the former
story. Such continuity is what this research tries to achieve, cultural sustainability. Based
on this viewpoint, study on “reuse of existing structure” will explore the successful
experience of revitalizing remaining buildings. The selected dock land, as a postindustrial waterfront, has various edge types. These different edges will provide habitats
for both people and species. Moreover, focus on waterfront modification is a way
pursuing environmental sustainability. Studying on “waterfront modification” will give
designers more alternatives in design application. Creating activities on site is a direct
way of maintaining occupancy of a place. Activities introduce people involvement and
vitalize a space by offering attraction. Therefore, study on “Activities on site” would
present designers more options while introducing activities into the Wanzhou site.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
This part will present the results of planning documents analysis and case study.
Results from planning documents analysis include the timeline (1946~present) of the site
and Wanzhou, and the potentials of the post-industrial field. Results of case study are
description of each case and their respective redevelopment strategies under the four
categories discussed above. Results from archival study would be the instrument in case
study to select cases and filter data.

Results of Planning Document Analysis and Visual Analysis

An abandoned dock in Wanzhou, Chongqing, China is selected as a study project.
It used to be a port that service as a major logistics connection around the area. However,
it did not satisfy the growing requirement resulted from bigger city and more population
anymore. It also faces the destiny of partly sinking because of the construction of “Three
Gorges Dam”. Local government decided to revitalize this area and reuse it as a
recreational and open space. Since the site is close to Yangtze River, the longest river in
China, which also is the origin of the city. The redevelopment of this old dock requires a
contextual perspective that includes thoughts of history, culture, economic and
environment.
Project Context
Wanzhou, one district in Chongqing, is a historical district that had history
records as early as 216 A.D. In Chinese, “Wanzhou” means the “place where ten
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thousands of water and businessmen meet”. This implication already tells the geographic
significance of Wanzhou. It locates in the center of Three Gorges Dam area, is the
junction of upstream and midstream of Yangtze River. In addition, it is one of 10 biggest
harbors around Yangtze River. Yangtze River plays an important role in area growth. It is
the development foundation not only for economy also for society. The whole area
expanded from the river, and boomed by the frequent products exchange depended on
water transportation. In addition, the special geographic feature (hilly terrain) in this area
gives Wanzhou various skyline and more spectacular city façade.

Timeline of the site and the city
Historical photos shot in 1946 showed
the close relation between people and water.
People utilized water for daily life, and used the
waterfront for products exchange, public life.
Waterfront not only provided places for public
interaction also served as an element of local
scenic landscape.
In 1990s, before the construction of
Three Gorges Dam, local people still embrace
Figure 4.1 Evolution of "Human-water"
Relationship

the waterfront space and hilly terrain as their
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main places for public life. The hilly terrain was a special asset of Wanzhou, displaying a
traditional living space of local residents. Even though fewer activities happened in the
water, people still possessed the waterfront slope and used it as a public life space.
Nowadays, according to the city development and increasing water level, most of
waterfront area in Wanzhou is shrinking; some of them are used as dock land to support
local industries convenient delivery. Residents used to live close to waterfront are forced
to move to the higher area. This movement brings the loss of lower waterfront area and
loss of traditional living custom.

Potentials of the site and the city
According to literature review and planning document analysis, the researcher
found the potentials of the site and the city. These potentials explained the characteristics
of the site, also presented some possibilities of conducting cultural sustainable
development in post-industrial brownfield. In chapter “Design application”, the potentials
of the site and the city, described as followed, were the origin of design concept.
1. The site is a base of dock transport, which used to be a fundamental industry of
local economic development. To some extent, it experienced the growing phase
and booming phase.
2. The site possesses the typical terrain, waterfront slope, used to be stop station of
product delivery and passengers transport. In addition, it served as a public
communication space, sometimes a place for local product exchange.
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3. As the connection of city and water, the site has the potentials to be gateway
landscape that displays the city skyline.
4. As a city with largest population of immigrants due to construction of Three
Gorges Dam (The largest group of people are moving from their original house
under designed water level to higher places), Wanzhou lost lots of historical and
geographical heritages. The site can be regarded as the relic of industrial heritage
and former living custom.
These potentials revealed the recognition that culture significance of selected
post-industrial brownfield should cover missing culture of the city rather than only
industrial culture of the site. This recognition expands definition on cultural sustainability
of post-industrial brownfield from preservation of industrial heritage to preservation of
all related cultural heritage. Therefore, cultural sustainability can be re-defined as
“cultural heritage from different eras and cultural evolution is easily perceived,
memorized, and accessed by present and future generations.”

Method 2: Case Study
Results of case study are introduction of each case and their related achievement
on sustainability, especially the cultural sustainability. Four cases in this method include
Gas Works Park in Seattle, the United States; Brooklyn Bridge Park in New York City,
the United States; Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord (Duisburg-Nord Landscape Park) in
Duisburg, Germany; Shipyard Park in Zhongshan, China.
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Gas Works Park
Location: Seattle, United States
Area: 19.1 acre
Date: Opened in1975
Former Use: Gasification Plant
Major Goal: This Park centered on

Figure 4.2 Aerial Perspective of Gas Works Park

recycling the buildings, production structures, machinery and even the grounds
themselves. Through preservation and adaptive re-use of key structures, the rich history
of the site, and thus of an important aspect of Seattle, would be preserved and revealed.
Cultural Heritage: The structures and machinery standing in Gas Works Park (GWP)
today are remnants of the Industrial Revolution that transformed the face of the world.
GWP is the sole survivor of gas works from that era in the United States, preserved as a
public park. It is the only site that could be documented with most of the generating
equipment intact.

Access to City or Downtown Area
The integrated road network brings the park convenient access with which you
can enter the park by automobile, bike, and your feet. Beside the physical access, another
access is also fully satisfied by its remarkable waterfront location --- visual access. The
park offers views of downtown Seattle and Lake Union. Not only is there the kite flying
hill, but there are a number of other observation decks and platforms designed to provide
a great view of downtown Seattle.
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Physical access and visual access should be both in design consideration while
trying to create access no matter from context to the site or from the site to context.
Reuse of Existing Structure
The boiler house has been converted to a picnic shelter with tables, fire grills and
an open area. The former exhauster-compressor building, now a children's play barn,
features a maze of brightly painted machinery. Part of the master plan, known as the
“Great Mound”, hill was molded out of thousands of cubic yards of rubble from building
foundations covered with fresh topsoil.
Waterfront Modification
There is no special waterfront treatment in Gas Works Park. The only impressive
thing is the creature of waterfront slope (Great Mound) and sightseeing platform in where
visitors can enjoy the tremendous view of city skyline.
Activities in Site
All park settings are open areas intended for passive and active recreation, and
offer magnificent views. These areas with different sizes allow flexible usage and
activities’ diversity. Thousands of people gather here to celebrate Seattle’s annual 4th of
July celebration. Still thousands more arrive throughout the year for picnics and Frisbee,
stunning views, and on windy afternoons to climb the Gasworks kite-flying hill.
Lesson Learned
1. Visual access to city skyline and scenic landscape;
2. Interpret the existing facility in children-friendly way;
3. Invent waterfront platform to allow visitors percept city skyline;
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4. Introduce lawns to satisfy activities of various population sizes.

Brooklyn Bridge Park
Location: New York City, United
States
Area: 85 acre
Date: 2009~2013
Former Use: Piers and Warehouses
Major Goal: The park’s goals are

Figure 4.3 Aerial Perspective of Brooklyn Bridge Park

ambitious and yet fairly straightforward: to preserve the dramatic experience and
monumental character of the industrial waterfront while reintroducing self-sustaining
ecosystems to the site and investing it with new social and recreational possibilities.
Cultural Heritage: Three pieces of structure in Brooklyn Bridge Park are highlighted as
cultural heritage: a monumental kinetic steel sculpture, St. Ann's Warehouse, a floating
concert hall. They not only are the symbols of park history, also serve as attractions for
visitors and gathering space for special events.

Access to City or Downtown Area
One of the biggest design challenges was improving public access to the long,
narrow site—something that is possible in just three locations. The new park will make
these key points into “urban junctions,” nexuses of program and landscape that serve as a
lifeline to the surrounding neighborhoods. Each of these entrances is marked by a new
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neighborhood park that will act as transitional space between the main park and the
surrounding community. The constant influx of visitors will foster a sense of liveliness,
cultural relevance, and safety.
Brooklyn Bridge Park is accessible by the following methods of NYC Public
Transportation: subway, bus, East River Ferry, Governors Island Ferry. It is also easily
accessible to pedestrians and cyclists.
Reuse of Existing Structure
Existing site structures and fittings that are being removed, or have been carefully
deconstructed so that their materials can be re-used in the construction of the park. Old
materials put to new use include "raw" elements like timber and pavement, as well as
fixtures left over from the days of the Port Authority's occupancy, like the existing mast
lighting and mooring cleats. Likewise, much of the site's marine structure and several of
the existing buildings will be renovated and reused. They include the pier frames and
cheek walls, the Pier 6 cafe, the boathouse at the foot of Pier 4, and the Smokestack
Building located in Brooklyn Bridge Plaza. Granite salvaged from the deconstruction of
two bridges elsewhere in the city has been used extensively in the park, bringing a
durable material elegance for a relatively low cost.
Waterfront Modification
Brooklyn Bridge Park introduces the concept “Edge Complexity” to create
various waterfronts. These edges would offer a place allowed multiple close-water
activities and invented habitat diversity.
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Activities in Site
All park sections are the setting for citizens’ activities and events but also offer
green space for picnics, playground fun, an afternoon siesta, and sports of all kinds. In
addition, the park opens educational programs to allow students safe access to the water
for testing and habitat observation. Since 2008, Brooklyn Bridge Park has served over
10,000 students from over 100 schools.
Lesson Learned
1. Link the waterfronts to surrounding community and improve visual accessibility
of waterfronts;
2. Reuse of materials from deconstruction to achieve economic and cultural
sustainability;
3. Introduce edge complexity to create various habitat;
4. Invent outdoor educational opportunities.

Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Location: Duisburg Nord, Germany
Area: 230 Hectares/ 570 acre
Date: 1989~2002
Former Use: Coal and steel production
plant
Major Goal: Create a place of great

Figure4.4 Master Plan of Landschaftspark DuisburgNord
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beauty that will perpetuate the story of these industrial facilities for succeeding
generations; A concerted program of bioremediation and on-site materials recycling;
Introduce a program of public activities which will allow it to develop new relevance in
people’s lives.
Cultural Heritage: It epitomizes an innovative approach to the urban cultural landscape;
one characterized by acceptance of its industrial heritage and dramatically altered natural
conditions. The site was designed with the idea that a grandfather, who might have
worked at the plant, could walk with his grandchildren, explaining what he used to do
and what the machinery had been used for.

Access to City or Downtown Area
The starting point was the Thyssen blast furnace at Duisburg-Meiderich, closed
down in 1985, with an area of 200 hectares and surrounded by districts of the city of
Duisburg. As a former industrial complex, the developed transportation system provide
the Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord auto access and tram access.( Image on the left: The
site is cover by highway circulation.) There are two tram stations located on the park. The
trams route also connects the park with the northern community and allows the local
residents visit the park easily. Multiple transportation hierarchy (highway and trams)
offers accesses to both residents and visitors.
Reuse of Existing Structure
One special feature is the installation of self-contained gardens, sports facilities
and playgrounds in the old industrial structures. Today, many different associations have
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adopted areas of the park: The meter-thick concrete walls of the former ore bins are
intensively used as a climbing garden; the gasometer – filled with 20,000 m³ of water – is
a diver’s paradise. The blast furnace run-off level is regularly used as an open-air theatre,
opera and film stage and the former gas turbine ad machine halls are used as theatre and
event venues.
Waterfront Modification
In an ingenious system of water collection, rain water is fed into the Old Emscher:
by means of the interplay of barrages and water shoots it’s possible to collect rainwater
and feed it in after a time delay so that, even in lengthy dry spells, water can be supplied
to the Old Emscher to replenish the oxygen levels.
The designers modify the waterfront by growing some flowering plants which not
only beautifies surrounding area also clarifies water. Bicycle trails go along water with
some lookout spots.
Activities in Site
At the Landscape Park Duisburg Nord the emphasis is very much on sport, leisure
and relaxation. Diving, climbing, walking, skating and mountain biking, or simply
enjoying the view from Blast Furnace 5, Visitors can wander through the site on foot or
explore on bike. Children and youngsters see the park as a gigantic adventure
playground. Even at night, visitors can watch the light installation by the British artist
Jonathan Park immerses the former ironworks in a fascinating sea of light and color.
Lesson Learned
1. Multiple transportation choice to improve accessibility;
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2. Tie reuse of existing structures with some sport activities(climbing, diving);
3. Modify waterfront with plants;
4. Host some cultural events and tours to maintain site occupancy.

Shipyard Park
Location: Zhongshan, China
Area: 11 Hectares/ 27 acre
Date: June, 2000 ~ Feb., 2001(Design)
2002 (Completed)
Former Use: Shipyard
Major Goal: To improve the landscape of

Figure 4.5 Aerial Perspective of Shipyard Park

the Zhongshan downtown area; To increase opportunities for recreation; To provide a site
for environmental and historical education; To become a tourist attraction.
Cultural Heritage: The site was a shipyard originally constructed in the 1950s, bankrupt
in 1999. The shipyard reflected the remarkable fifty-year history of socialist China,
including the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s and ’70s, and recorded the experiences of
common people. The structure on site represents the industry history on specific period.
Also they are the monument of city development.

Access to City or Downtown Area
The Site is close to the historical downtown, adjacent to Qijiang River. Qijiang
River was the only water transport connected to the surrounding cities in the early period
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of city development. From the diagram on the right, it is obviously found that the welldeveloped road network covers the site. This network not only improves the accessibility
of the shipyard park, also collect other green spaces (green parcels) to form a integrated
recreational system.
While reusing waterfront brownfield as open space or recreational park, it is
critical to provide convenient access (both ground and water access) from context to the
site.
Reuse of Existing Structure
The two main manufacturing factories are preserved in the mean of remaining the
steel frames as a reminder of former industry. Existing railway is reused to a featured
path embedded with local plants. Other structures are maintained as sculptures to tell the
story happened in this land.
Waterfront Modification
With the existing lake connected through the Qijiang River to the sea, water levels
fluctuate up to 1.1 meters daily. To meet this challenge, bridges were constructed at
various elevations, and were integrated with terraced planting beds so that native weeds
from the salt march can be grown and visitors can feel the breath of the ocean.
Activities in Site
It has been used all day and year long, has become a favored site for wedding
photographs, and has even been used for fashion show. Except these events, shipyard
park is used normally as a space of public gathering, jogging, and bicycling, children
playing, exercising.
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Lesson Learned
1. Connect the site to green space system with circulation;
2. Reuse the existing structures as pieces of art work evoking site history;
3. Network of bridges were constructed at various elevations and integrated with
local plants;
4. Open to public and allow the citizens to create activities themselves.

Design Guidelines
From each case, researcher summarizes four design guidelines respectively solved
the problems in four categories (access, reuse, waterscape, and activities). Therefore, 16
design guidelines (4 in each category) are generated to help the design in selected postindustrial field. These 16 design guidelines include;
ACCESS
1. Connect the site to green space system with circulation;
2. Allow multiple transportation choice to improve accessibility;
3. Link the waterfronts to surrounding community;
4. Conduct visual access to city skyline and scenic landscape.
REUSE
1. Reuse the existing structures as pieces of art work;
2. Tie reuse of existing structures with some sport activities;
3. Reuse of materials from deconstruction;
4. Interpret the existing facility in children-friendly way.
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WATERSCAPE
1. Construct bridges integrated with local plants;
2. Modify waterfront with plants;
3. Introduce edge complexity to create various habitat;
4. Invent waterfront platform for views of city skyline.
ACTIVITIES
1. Open to public and allow their creativity;
2. Host some cultural events and tours to maintain site occupancy;
3. Create outdoor educational opportunities;
4. Introduce lawns to satisfy activities of various population sizes.

Figure 4.6 Icons of Design Guidelines
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CHAPTER FIVE
DESIGN APPLICATION
This chapter firstly introduced the basic information of the post-industrial site in
Wanzhou, China. Then, some analysis would be conducted to study the site and its
context. After analysis, several steps (external connection, internal connection, functional
components) involved into concept issuing. Based on the concept, master plan was set up
to address the current problems of the post-industrial site. Furthermore, the researcher
applied design guidelines into the detailed plan to support the cultural sustainability of
post-industrial brownfields.

Site Analysis
The site locates in Chongqing, central China, where the Yangtze River goes
through. As the longest river in China, it serves as a common living environment for
people lived close to river, also as a basic setting for cities development.
Wanzhou, one district in Chongqing, is a historical district that had history

Figure 5.1 Contextual Location
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records as early as 216 A.D. In Chinese, It locates in the center of Three Gorges Dam
area, is the junction of upstream and midstream of Yangtze River. It is one of 10 biggest
harbors around Yangtze River.
The post-industrial site is a formerly dock land plus a place for storing lumber,
steel, and other industrial materials. According to planning map, the site sits between city
center and city subdivision, and centered in the circle that includes educational center and
administrative center. Its location brings it accessibility by which people can access the
site easily.

Figure 5.2 Satellite Map of the Site
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The researcher processed analysis on circulation, elevation, and land use. All
these analysis presented the limitation and opportunities of the site. Additionally, visual
character was studied to find out some significant visual symbols and the position of the
site in overall city skyline.

Figure 5.3 Site Analysis
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Further analysis focused on the on-site industries, design potential of the site, and
timeline of the site and the city. Actually, this part comes from the results of planning
documents analysis.

Concept Map
The concept of site planning is transferring waterfront brownfield to a public park
not only recording past story of the site and the city also displaying the remarkable
waterfront landscape; creating an open space encouraged citizens and visitors involve the
on-site activities.
Concept starts with making connection externally and internally. For external
connection, the
researcher firstly
linked the city to the
site by setting up
several entrances for
vehicles and
pedestrians, and
placing the parking
lot. This is also a
design guideline in
“Access” category.
For internal
Figure 5.4 Concept Map
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connection, a primary trail accompanied with a secondary trail and a water trail is created
to reinforce the connection of two split parts. The primary trail and secondary trail
services pedestrians and cyclists while the water trail provides access to tour boats and
kayaking.
After addressing external and internal connections, functional components should
be added in the site to create cultural sustainability and recreational opportunities. In this
step, industrial park, water-oriented recreational park, playground, and memorial park are
filling the site. Meanwhile, parts of shoreline possessed scenic landscape are open to have
further design consideration.

Master Plan
After making connection and
integrating function, master plan is
established. It not only addresses the
landscape problems of the site, also
preserves the cultural heritage in
sustainable manner. All design guidelines
generated in the chapter “results” are
applied. Next part, guideline application
will illustrate how the guidelines are
applied.
Figure 5.5 Master Plan
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Guideline Application
For each part of the site, several design guidelines are involved to tie research
product to design. For example, industrial park in north part of the site is using the design
guidelines include: invent waterfront platform for views of city skyline; allow multiple
transportation choice to improve accessibility; reuse the existing structures as pieces of
artwork; reuse the materials from deconstruction.

Figure 5.6 Guideline Applications in the Site

Detailed Plan
There are two detailed plan: north land detailed plan and south land detailed plan.
The north land plan includes industrial park, educational garden, water-oriented
recreational park, and climbing park. North part of the site was originally consisted of
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steel yard, warehouse, and dock facilities. Based the existing industrial activities, this part
of site is redeveloped as an industrial park, which aims to conserve the industrial heritage
on site. From the design guidelines in “reuse” category, designer reuse the existing crane
as a piece of art named “sculpture crane”. It serves as memory stimulus to evoke the
former story about industry development on site. The educational garden is consisted of a
constructed wetland (formerly water works) and botanical corner in where the designer
introduces outdoor education opportunities. The water-oriented recreational park comes
from the abandoned pools in Riverside Inn.

Figure 5.7 North Land Detail Plan
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Major attractions in the south land plan are a marina and a memorial museum.
The marina serves not only as destination of boat tours, also as kayaking launch place. To
enrich kayaking experience, floating islands with local plants are created. Some floating
islands have resting areas that allow kayaking people stop by. An abandoned five-stories
building, faced to Yangtze River with remarkable panorama view, is reused as a
memorial museum. This memorial museum aims to celebrate the missing culture due to
city development and dam construction. In addition, sports fields and kiteflying place is
laid around the museum to introduce outdoor activities and maintain occupancy.

Figure 5.8 South Land Detail Plan
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A
Design Illustration Boards

Figure A-1 Site Analysis Board
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Figure A-2 Context Analysis

Figure A-3 Processing of Concept Map
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Figure A-4 Master Plan & Landscape Framework

Figure A-5 Design Guidelines Application
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Figure A-6 North Land Detailed Plan & Perspectives

Figure A-7 South Land Detailed Plan & Perspectives
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Appendix B
Illustration of Cast Study

Figure B-1 Illustration of Case study
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